ABSTRACT A convolutionally coded M -ary frequency shift keying (MFSK) modulation scheme for underwater acoustic communication is introduced. It uses a rate 1/ log 2 M inner convolutional code, whose coded symbols are used as transmission symbols. An interleaver in the frequency domain is applied to improve the average channel clearing time. It thereby achieves almost the same data rate as a comparable uncoded frequency hopped frequency shift keying (FH-FSK) modulation scheme, but obtains the error correcting properties of the convolutional code. Bit and packet error rates are evaluated on the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and the so-called Watermark channel model, which is a benchmark for underwater acoustic modulation schemes based on sea trial measurements. The JANUS standard which uses convolutionally coded FH-FSK is used for comparison. On the AWGN channel, the proposed scheme achieves a gain of 4 dB with respect to the required E b /N 0 for a given packet error rate (PER) compared with JANUS. In the Watermark scenarios, the best proposed-scheme achieves a PER < 10 −3 at more than 10 dB lower E b /N 0 than the JANUS implementation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In underwater acoustic communication, FH-FSK [1] , [2] is often used as a modulation scheme, due to its simplicity of transmitter and receiver implementation, as well as its robustness to multipath propagation in the rough underwater acoustic channel. A disadvantage of FH-FSK is the low bandwidth efficiency, since the hops are only reused after the so-called channel clearing time and two frequencies are allocated per hop. Moreover, particular frequencies might be subject to fading caused by destructive interference of multiple paths at the receiver, which can result in error accumulation at distinct hops. Section II provides a review of FH-FSK and its constellation in the time-frequency space.
A. RELATED WORK
For this reason, amongst others [1] use channel coding to be able to detect and correct errors during temporal and frequency fading. In the JANUS underwater communications standard [1] a rate 1/2 convolutional code is proposed, concatenated with an 8-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code,
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where the convolutional code is useful for error correction and the CRC code is useful to check packet integrity. These channel codes are necessary for practical use of the communication standard in the real world, but the unpunctured rate 1/2 code further reduces the already low data rate of FH-FSK.
In this paper, we focus on FH-FSK and MFSK due do their simple receiver algorithms and robustness to multipath propagation, which is achieved by the convolutional code for our MFSK implementation. For other modulation techniques the interested reader could refer to [3] , [4] as a starting point.
B. PROPOSAL
In this paper, we propose the direct combination of modulation technique and inner channel code. The modulation technique is changed to MFSK, with the same allocated frequencies as a comparable FH-FSK. For the inner code, a rate 1/ log 2 M convolutional code is used, making only values of M = 2 q useful.
The assumption behind this proposal is that the error correcting properties of the convolutional code will compensate the errors that are introduced when the minimum channel clearing time is reduced compared to FH-FSK. Section III VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 1. Transmitter and receiver block diagrams including simulation control block and underwater channel model.
introduces the scheme in detail, including optimizations of the scheme to improve error correction performance. For the evaluation of this proposal, in Section IV we make use of the Watermark channel model [5] , which is a freely available benchmark for underwater acoustic modulation schemes. It realizes the underwater acoustic channel by replaying time-varying impulse responses that were measured at sea trials. Discussion of the results and future work conclude the paper in Section V.
II. FH-FSK A. FH-FSK FREQUENCY DESIGN
The allocation of frequencies in FH-FSK which is taken from [6] is very similar to the representation in [2] . In the M FH hops one of two possible frequencies f m FH ,0 or f m FH ,1 is transmitted, where 0 ≤ m FH ≤ M FH − 1. The frequencies are spread over a bandwidth B around the center frequency f C given by
where b is 0 or 1 according to the transmitted bit. The resulting frequency separation between adjacent transmitted signals is f = B/(2M FH −1). The generated transmit signal per hop is
with amplitude A and sample frequency f S . The time index is in range 0 ≤ k < N TX , where N TX is another design parameter that is chosen as N TX = βf S / f with β ∈ 1, 2, .... The resulting duration of a hop is T hop = β/ f . Using non-integer values for β removes orthogonality between the transmitted signals and increasing β reduces the bandwidth efficiency.
B. INDEPENDENT CHANNEL CODE FOR FH-FSK
Application of any channel code before the FH-FSK modulation will reduce the data rate, but as the authors of [1] note, the inner convolutional code with its interleaver is required to correct bursts of errors that might occur due to temporal fading. Furthermore, as an outer code they define an 8-bit CRC code in the JANUS standard to ensure packet integrity. Such an outer error detecting code is useful for our proposed scheme as well, but is not the topic of this work. Compared to the rate 1/2 convolutional code, a CRC code adds a small overhead, while giving a high probability of packet integrity when a packet is successfully decoded. However, for a standalone 8-bit CRC code the probability of a false positive is relatively high at 1/256, but might be improved by a well designed inner code.
Alternatively, a high-rate Reed Solomon (RS) code can be used as outer code, if errors, especially burst errors, are expected after the decoder of the inner code.
III. TRANSMITTER DESIGN FOR CONVOLUTIONALLY CODED MFSK
In this section the scheme that we propose and later evaluate in Section IV is introduced, starting with the changed hopping pattern in the time domain, receiver signal processing, and finally with the inner convolutional code, its decoder and considerations on interleaving and randomization of hopping patterns.
An overview of the complete system used for simulation is depicted in Fig. 1 with a block for simulation control, which defines the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values, generates random data, measures the bit errors after reception, and aborts the simulation when a sufficient number of errors has occurred, providing data for error analysis.
A. SIGNAL CONSTELLATION
The frequencies f m used for MFSK are the same as those calculated by (1) , and the parameters m FH for the hop and b for the current bit have been replaced by m, which is an integer in the range 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 1 that is achieved by concatenation of the outputs of the inner convolutional code that is introduced in Section III-D:
It should be noted that in MFSK M is the number for possible frequencies, whereas in FH-FSK M FH is the number of hops, meaning pairs of frequencies. Fig. 2 shows that any one of the M allocated frequencies can be transmitted in a time step. As a result, the realization of two Goertzel filters for the two possible frequencies in step k can not be used as in [6] . Instead, the receiver uses an M -point sliding discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [7] for synchronization and an M -point fast Fourier transform (FFT) for demodulation.
B. SYNCHRONISATION
For synchronization, the transmitter sends all M possible frequencies for a duration of T hop twice, creating two stepped ramps of increasing frequency over the bandwidth B, resulting in a synchronization preamble of duration 2MT hop .
At the receiver side, the sliding DFT [7] is used to detect the synchronization preamble in the following way: All M frequency indices are analyzed at all time steps n, yielding magnitude values of |X (m, n)|, where 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 1. Then the sum over all magnitudes in the synchronization preamble is maximized to find the best time stepŝ for synchronization:
C. DEMODULATION
After the synchronization has been found for a data packet, the FFT can be used to demodulate the MFSK symbols by aligning the blocks to the symbols atŝ + (2M + k) · N TX , where 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1 is the symbol index with a total of K symbols. This yields M magnitudes |X (m, k)| for every symbol. In uncoded MFSK transmission, the symbol would be chosen asm
However, with a soft-input decoder for the inner code the information contained in each of the magnitude measurements can be used, as will be explained in Section III-E.
D. INNER CONVOLUTIONAL CODE
For the convolutional code that generates the transmitted MFSK symbols, codes with different memory length ν from [8] have been evaluated. Encoder and decoding algorithms are implemented in a way that only the memory length ν and the tap connections need to be defined and the algorithms allocate the required memory and generate the trellis diagram, that is used for decoding. The codes that have been used for evaluation are listed in Table 1 . The shift-register representation of the encoder for ν = 4 is given in Fig. 3 .
For all codes, M = 16 different frequencies have been chosen. The first three rows contain codes with rate R = 1/4 and increasing memory length ν. It should be noted, that the decoder for ν = 12 requires a decoder with S = 2 ν = 4096 states in each trellis segment, which might be a disadvantage on battery powered underwater equipment due to the computational complexity.
The following two rows are a mixture of FH-FSK and MFSK. The rate R = 1/3 code uses two groups of eight frequencies each and hops from group to group in each step. And the rate R = 1/2 code uses four groups of four frequencies each and cycles through these four groups. These codes restore the channel clearing time of FH-FSK partially, while introducing the error correcting property of a channel code. The tap connections of the convolutional code used in the JANUS standard are provided in the last row of Table 1 .
E. DECODING
For this work, the Viterbi algorithm [9] , [10] is used as a maximum likelihood sequence estimator, as its hard-decision output is sufficient for the evaluation, that we provide in Section IV. However, for a concatenated code with softdecision input, like a low density parity check (LDPC) code [11] , a decoder with soft-decision output is required, like the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) or log-MAP family of decoders [12] , [13] .
The trellis diagram is constructed as usual for a convolutional code. The branch metric for the Viterbi decoder is the received power level X (m, k) at the frequency f m expected at the transition on the trellis. In many applications, these values would be normalized, for example to the overall power during step k. However, this normalization would neglect the information contained in a time step with low power level: if the transmitted signal has faded before reaching the receiver, the corresponding time step would get a low weight on all trellis transitions and it is easier for the decoder to fill this erasure than to correct the noisy, normalized measurements.
F. FREQUENCY RANDOMIZING
Convolutional codes remain in the same state when a sequence of zeros or ones is longer than the memory length ν or when a sequence of zeros occurs at the start of the packet. This property is useful to allow termination at the end of the packet, which allows the decoder to start and stop in defined states. However, for the proposed scheme, this would mean that the same frequency is transmitted in some consecutive hops. Moreover, if a signal of some other acoustic equipment interferes with the frequencies belonging to the all zero or all one state, it is likely that the decoder erroneously decodes a long and wrong sequence in these states.
To overcome this problem, the sequence of frequencies can be randomized by some pattern. With an interleaver I k that provides a random offset for each time step k, (3) can be rewritten as
In our evaluation, even the simplest interleaver I k = k, which just increases the frequency index by one in each step, yields good results. Other investigated interleavers, like the general form I k = ak with a ∈ N ∩ a > 1, mostly have worse performance.
For even a a shorter channel clearing time is the reason for a performance loss, and moreover, a frequency will be either used to signal a data bit of zero or one, possibly leading to a preference of one or zero, if one set of states contains more fading frequencies than the other.
IV. EVALUATION A. ADDITIVE WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE CHANNEL
As a first evaluation step, the proposed scheme is simulated for an AWGN channel with a block length of K I = 256 information bits. Depending on the selected code, the complete block is longer by the number of terminating zeros, which equals the memory length ν, plus the synchronization preamble of length K P = 2M . As a result, each transmitted block has a length of
A random number of zeros was added before the transmitted signal and the receiver had to synchronize to the packet before demodulation during the simulation. The simulation results are compared to lower and upper bounds for convolutionally coded MFSK that are presented in the following equations. The symbol error rate (SER) for uncoded MFSK [14] is calculated by
where k = log 2 (M ). From (7) the bit error rate (BER) of MFSK can be derived by
The lower bound for binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulated transmission of a convolutional code with known d free and code rate R is calculated by [14] 
With a known weight spectrum c d of the convolutional code the upper bound can be calculated to
Transferring equations (9) and (10) to MFSK error rate equations (8) and (7) yields an SER of
The BER can be calculated by (8) and the lower bound is calculated by breaking the outer sum in (11) after d = d free . The coded MFSK implementation required an SNR approximately 1 dB higher than in theory for the given synchronization technique, to achieve the same BER at high SNR as the lower bound, as can be seen in Fig. 4b for the simulation of the ν = 8 code. The upper bound for ν = 8 in Fig. 4b is calculated for the first ten elements of the distance spectrum c d that are provided in [8] , so the outer sum in (10) is truncated at d = d free + 9. packet error rates (PERs) achieved with the convolutionally coded MFSK are significantly lower than those achievable by uncoded FH-FSK as Fig. 4 shows. The convolutionally coded MFSK required ≈ 4 dB less E b /N 0 compared to the implementation of the JANUS standard [1] to achieve equal BER and PER. Here, the simulation result for ν = 8 is well between the lower and upper bound.
The two codes with a mixture of FH-FSK and MFSK perform comparable to convolutionally coded MFSK with equal memory length ν in case of an AWGN channel.
B. EVALUATION THROUGH WATERMARK
The underWater AcousTic channEl Replay benchMARK (Watermark) is an evaluation tool for physical-layer schemes for underwater acoustic communications [5] that is freely available [15] . It realizes channel replay of recorded channel impulse response measurements by evaluating
VOLUME 7, 2019 A few different channel measurements are provided on the institutions website. We find the measurements made in a Norwegian Fjord (referred to as NOF1) and on the Norwegian Continental Shelf (referred to as NCS1) particularly useful for our evaluation, as these provide a useful frequency range for underwater communication with lower band edge f L = 10 kHz and upper band edge f U = 18 kHz and the longest total recording time of 33 minutes provided as 60 cycles of ≈ 33 s each. We have created some MATLAB/Octave scripts to make Watermark usable from C/C++ on Linux with Octave.
1) NORWEGIAN FJORD
The simulation for the Norwegian Fjord (NOF1) provides disappointing results for uncoded FH-FSK in Fig. 5 . It converges to an error floor of BER = 3.5 %, which means that a channel code would be required in addition to this scheme, that can correct this amount of errors for sure.
The JANUS standard requires a relatively high E b /N 0 to achieve low error rates, but it shows no error floor. Compared to convolutionally coded MFSK with ν = 8, 12, it requires about 10 dB higher E b /N 0 to achieve similar error rates, which is mainly due to its lower code rate.
The three convolutionally coded schemes perform better with increasing ν as Fig. 5 shows. For ν ≥ 8 the error floor is acceptable for practical applications. The two codes with a mixture of FH-FSK and MFSK do not perform well in this replayed multipath environment. Particularly, the error floor for BER is high (2 · 10 −4 ) for the 4 x R = 1/2 variant.
For comparison, PER and BER for uncoded frequency shift keying (FSK) on the AWGN channel are provided, as these are in the range of the results achieved during the simulation. The bounds shown in IV-A yield far lower error rates than the simulation.
The ripple on the simulation results, most notable for the R = 1/4, ν = 4 and the 2 x R = 1/3, ν = 6 codes, is expected to be subject to the relatively small set of channel replay files in Watermark.
2) NORWEGIAN CONTINENTAL SHELF
In the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS1) environment, as Fig. 6 illustrates, only in the case of ν ≥ 8, the error floor for PER is acceptable for most practical implementations.
The best constellation in this simulation, the code with R = 1/4 and ν = 12, yields results comparable to those presented in [5] and [16] for a direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) modulation scheme with a 15-chip spreading code and 256 information bits per block, which makes this scheme comparable to the proposed scheme. Both show a sharp transition of the PER a bit below E b /N 0 = 15 dB.
Once again, the JANUS implementation shows no notable error floor in the challenging NCS1 channel, but requires a more than 15 dB higher E b /N 0 than the ν = 12 convolutionally coded MFSK scheme proposed in this paper. The curve for uncoded FSK is for the AWGN channel and is provided for comparison only.
V. CONCLUSION
On the AWGN channel, the proposed combination of convolutional code with MFSK shows very good improvement compared to FH-FSK while adding only a small transmission overhead due to the suggested termination. Without termination, the error floors are significantly higher. For the Norwegian Fjord (NOF1) channel simulation, the scheme works significantly better than the uncoded FH-FSK, while achieving BERs in the range of the theoretical values for uncoded FSK on an AWGN channel, which is good, considering that the scheme adds only very low overhead to the transmitted symbols. On the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS1) channel, error floors even for high SNR are high, but many other schemes work even worse on this challenging channel, like FH-FSK in our evaluation or quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) in [5] .
In future work, we will evaluate this implementation in sea trials on an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) in shallow water with an RS code as concatenated outer code.
